T cell regulation of B cell activation: antigen-specific and antigen-nonspecific suppressor pathways are mediated by distinct T cell subpopulations.
The present studies were carried out to characterize the cellular events involved in the induction and function of carrier-specific Ts cells, which selectively regulate the generation of IgG responses by Lyb-5- B cells. It was demonstrated that this regulation is in fact mediated by two distinct suppressor pathways. In one pathway, carrier-primed Lyt-1 + 2 - Ts cells are specifically activated by in vitro reexposure to the priming antigen. After this specific activation, these Lyt-1 + 2 - Ts cells are able to suppress IgG responses in an antigen-nonspecific manner. This suppression requires the participation of unprimed Lyt-1 - 2 + T cells, and is effective in both the early and the late phases of antibody responses. A second suppressor pathway requires the antigen-specific activation of primed Lyt-1 - 2 + Ts cells. Suppression of antibody responses by activated Lyt-1 - 2 + Ts cells is highly carrier specific, in contrast to the nonspecific effector function of Lyt-1 + 2 - Ts cells, appears to act without requirement for additional T cell populations; and is effective only early in the course of the antibody response. Thus, it appears that two Ts cell populations may function through distinct mechanisms to regulate the generation of IgG Lyb-5- B cell responses.